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In the mail
Solutions for material handling

- control of one movimot® drive respectively of up to 2 movi-Switch® motors

- up to 3 inputs for sensors

- control of start/stop and direction of rotation 

- fault leds for direct on-site diagnostics

- movimot®: Speed control: adjustable fixed speed values

AC drives:

- independent control of 2 roller drives

- compatible with interroll, itoh denki, rollex or other roller drives suitable for 24 v dc

- control of start/stop, direction of rotation and speed

- up to 4 additional inputs for sensors

- also available with integrated ul-listed 3,5 a fuse to protect motor cables

- optional with adjustable acceleration ramp

Roller drives:

In the lee of the stormy growth  
in the area of e-commerce, 
recent years have also seen 
strong growth in the intralogis-
tics field. The specific demands 
online dealers have for mate-
rial handling systems read just 
like an excerpt from the speci-
fication manual for the devel-
opment of AS-Interface, where 
the focus has always been on 
the typical AS-i strengths of 
efficiency, flexibility and avail-
ability. 

completely missing a forecast is usually 
a rather embarrassing matter for compa-
nies or institutions. But forecasters from 
the german e-commerce and distance 
Selling trade association (bvh) acknowl-
edged their mistake rather with a satisfied 
smile. at the beginning of 2013 they had  
expected a sales increase for the entire year 
of approximately ten percent – whereas 
november showed a jump of more than  
22 percent to around 48 billion euro. the 
lion’s share of course is made up of online 
business, which has virtually exploded since 
the turn of the millennium: the statistics  
portal www.statista.com records e-com-
merce sales of 1.25 billion euro for 1999,  
compared with an expected amount of 
33.1 billion in 2013. this corresponds to an 
amazing increase of 2,650 percent.



Behind the virtual scenes such impressive 
numbers are still being cheerfully tossed 
around. analysts at ivg research have  
calculated that in germany alone around 
eight million packages are currently shipped 
every day. add to this another 800,000  
returns from customers. By 2025 it appears 
that another decimal point will be needed to 
describe the figure, when all expectations 
are for more than ten million shipments 
per day along with 1.2 million returns for  
various reasons.

it is obvious that this meteoric trend has 
consequences for intralogistics. nor is it 
alone the sheer quantity that is placing new 
demands on material handling: also critical 
are the unwritten laws that prevail in the 
hotly contested cyber marketplace. delivery 
times and costs have long been considered 
essential competitive criteria, along with a 
wide range of products or very tight calcu-
lated prices. what does this mean for sup-
pliers in the field of material handling? their 
facilities will have to move even greater 
quantities of even more varying products 
over even longer distances even more reli-
ably and in an even shorter amount of time. 
not to forget all of this at lower costs.

what at first glance sounds like the old 
squaring the circle problem is actually a 
clear case for the innovative bus and 
controller solutions 
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from the Bihl+wiedemann aS-interface 
masters. Because what are demanded 
here are exactly the systematic strengths 
of aS-i that have made it the undis-
puted number 1 around the world for  
automation: efficiency, flexibility and  
availability. in specific terms, the simplest 
bus system in the world stands out here 
for instance with fast commissioning and 
expandability, free topology and clear 
structure, with comprehensive diagnostic 
capabilities and universal compatibility 
with other systems. to play their many  
aS-interface trump cards when and where 
they are needed in modern intralogistics, 
Bihl+wiedemann offers a whole series of 
various modules within their portfolio: for ac 
drives as well as for the innovative 24v tech-
nology. of course all these custom-tailored 
concepts have one thing in common which 
the aS-i professionals from mannheim have 
developed especially for material handling: 
all of them offer the possibility of access-
ing each individual drive directly from the 
process control level, thereby also providing 
easy access to uninterrupted status and  
diagnostic information. additional i/o  
modules or special modules from different 
manufacturers can also be integrated 
into the open aS-interface networks in  
order to generate additional data or imple-
ment particular extra functions.

proven in millions of instances, the Safety 
at work concept allows even safe signals 
to be sent over the same cable. this means 
just a single cable can be used to wire the 
entire system: the familiar yellow, two-con-
ductor aS-i flat cable to which all the mod-
ules are attached using piercing technology 
– quickly, simply and without cumbersome 
assembly. this not only saves time and ma-
terials at first installation, but also later if 
service, modifications or expansions should 
be needed in the system: an advantage es-
pecially in an industrial sector so prone  
to retrofitting.
 

each single module used for 24v material 
handling technology controls and supplies 
two drives – e.g. itoh denki power 
moller®, interroll rollerdrive ec310 or 
rollex conveying elements – while read-
ing up to four sensors. Speed, direction of  
rotation, start and stop are all freely  
programmable or can be parametrized 
individually. it is also possible to set fixed 
speed values directly on the module. for  
example in the case of an interroll  
rollerdrive ec310 a fault output is provided, 
that is also brought to the controller for 
continual monitoring. ac drives for conveying 
lines, which require higher power for  
example in pallet conveying applications, 
can be reliably and easily controlled using the 
corresponding modules. this applies both to 
simple drives like the Sew movi-Switch® 

as well as to decentralized frequency in-
verters like the Sew movimot®, where you 
can switch between different preset speed  
values or configure your own presets. 

and so the range of current challenges to 
intralogistics is on the whole matched by an 
equal variety of intelligent, highly economical 
and yet amazingly simple solutions. “and 
in our experience,” notes Bihl+wiedemann 
managing director Jochen Bihl, “this is  
exactly what both systems builders and  
users alike favor: simple recipes with just 
the right touch of sophistication.“

A clear case for AS-i: The simp-
lest bus in the world stands out, 
among other things, with its 
comprehensive diagnostic ca-
pabilities and best team-player 
abilities 

Systems builders and users ali-
ke favor the same thing from 
material handling: simple reci-
pes with just the right touch of 
sophistication
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It‘s not just the sheer amount of 
moved goods that places chal-
lenges on intralogistics, but 
also the regulations of the on-
line market

Interview with Fabricio Granados, Director of International Sales at Bihl+Wiedemann

As far as extent and complexity are concerned, 
many systems in modern intralogistics are now 
playing in their own league. This is exactly 
why users profit here especially from synergy  
potentials which can be realized by an intelli-
gent combination of standard and safety tech-
nology. This and many other topics currently 
relevant in the world of material handling were 
covered as AS-i MASTER NEWS spoke with  
Fabricio Granados, Director of International 
Sales at Bihl+Wiedemann.  

“Compartmentalized 
thinking gains us nothing“

AS-i MASTER NEWS: mr. granados, the 
chronology of your innovations over recent 
years shows a rather lively mix of standard 
and safety technology. is this a case of 
Bihl+wiedemann being unsure where to place 
the development focus? 

Fabricio Granados: if you look at reality 
in today’s marketplace, you realize fairly 
quickly that standard and safety technology 
are increasingly merging nearly everywhere 
in the world. of course aS-i Safety at work 
has contributed to this situation: the safety 
concept of aS-interface, which at the turn of 
the millennium first made it possible to carry 
safe and non-safe signals over a single cable. 
compartmentalized thinking thus gains us 
nothing. after all, both areas are tasked with 
the same objective: the optimal and sim-
plest possible integration of sensors and  
actuators into the control system. in the first 

place it’s completely irrelevant whether one is  
using a safe door switch or e-stop button or 
whether the situation involves the efficient 
control of a drive. in any case the maximum 
cost savings effect is achieved when control of 
the drive on one hand and acquisition and pro-
cessing of the safety information on the other 
hand run on the same system. this is where 
aS-interface offers the most optimal prereq-
uisites in terms of efficiency, which is why we 
have developed our products and solutions 
based on this system.

AS-i MASTER NEWS: though when you con-
sider the ever-enlarging and more complex 
high-bay warehouses and conveyor lines of 
today, it is natural to ask whether a bus system 
for safety technology is really the most ap-
propriate solution for such imposing facilities, 
or whether a fail-safe controller makes better 
sense.

Fabricio Granados: as far as the enormous 
dimensions of the storage facility are con-
cerned, you are indeed right: applications are 
common now in which several hundred drives 
are being controlled while in excess of 20 
gateways are safely coupled together over eth-
ernet to ensure the interaction of several hun-
dred e-stop buttons and safety devices. But i 
must take issue with your conclusion: i would 
even go so far as to say that even on these 
scales the project planning with aS-interface 
is usually simpler or at least as simple as with 
a fail-safe controller. and for the exceptional 
cases there is also an elegant solution: thanks 
to our profisafe or cip Safety gateways our 
customers can also reap the savings benefits 
of simplified wiring that aS-i provides. 

AS-i MASTER NEWS: that almost makes it 
sound like there is no such thing as a too large 
conveyor system.



Use of safety technology from
Bihl+Wiedemann also possible 
using WLAN

n Safe link together with wlan router 
also possible using standard wlan net-
works n Safety technology via wlan can be 
implemented with the following products:  
3 Safety Basic monitor with integrated 

New login area on 
Bihl+Wiedemann homepage

n registration using the login button on 
the start page www.bihl-wiedemann.de   
n access to product-specific files (docu-
mentation, cad files, eplan macros, gSd 
files etc.) n files available via tabs in the 
product details view

developmentaS-interface 
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New AS-i Safety Output Module, IP20, 
with 8 safe outputs (BWU2836)

n 8 fast electronic safe outputs 
(can be projected independent 
from each other or in combi-
nation; 2 a per output, Sil3 / 
cat. 4 / ple) n 8 digital inputs  
n in- and outputs are supplied 
out of auX n aS-i connection via 
comBicon plugs n Space-sav-
ing, cost-effective solution when 
many safe outputs are needed 

n expands the range of aS-i Safety output 
modules in ip20

New AS-i Safety OEM Output Module 
(BW2914)   

n circuit board 85 x 
80mm n 1 electronic 
safe output n addition-
ally 2 digital inputs 
and outputs n in- and 
outputs are supplied out 

of auX n aS-i connection via screw termi-
nals n custom-built solutions on request

AS-i Slave for MOVIMOT® in compact 
IP67 housing (BWU2912)
n expands the range of drive 
solutions with aS-interface 
n 1 connection for  
communicating with the  
frequency inverter n 2 ad-
ditional inputs for sensors 
n periphery connection 

via 3 m12 sockets n leds for direct local  
diagnostics n control of a movimot® drive: 
start/stop, direction of rotation, speed,  
acceleration ramp n Speed presets can be 
adjusted n Simple control of set frequencies 
n Software-compatible with previous aS-i 
Slaves for Sew frequency inverter

ethernet diagnostic interface (Bwu2852)  
3 aS-i 3.0 gateways with integrated Safety 
monitor and Safe link, e.g. aS-i 3.0 pro-
finet gateway Bwu2828 n Suitable for 
example for automated guided vehicle  
systems (agv), stacker cranes (Stc) and 
other mobile applications

AS-i Speed Monitor Adapter Module 
(BWU2977)

n adapter module for con-
necting 2 encoders to speed 
monitor and frequency inverter  
n passive t-distributor n 
connection to encoder and 
frequency inverter via com-
Bicon plugs n connection 
of 2 speed monitors using 
connection cable Bw2993 
(rJ45 / amp mini-i/o con-

nector) n installation of adapter module 
between frequency inverter and encoder 
cable n protection rating ip20 n dimen-
sions (w x h x d): 22.5 x 99.6 x 114 mm 

 

 imprint
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News at the Hanover Fair

AS-i 3.0 Gateway, PROFIsafe via 
PROFINET, with Ethernet diagnostic 
interface (BWU2805) 

n expands the range 
of aS-i 3.0 gate-
ways, profisafe via  
profinet n aS-i 3.0 
gateway with inte-
grated Safety monitor  
n double master, ver-
sion “1 gateway,  
1 power Supply for  

2 aS-i networks“ n integrated ethernet di-
agnostic interface for remote diagnostics 
and remote maintenance n chip card for 
storing configuration data n profisafe via 
profinet: 3 indicate aS-i Safety input slave 
via profisafe 3 write to aS-i Safety output 
slave via profisafe n expanded diagnostic 
functions such as recognition of duplicate 
aS-i addresses, integrated earth fault de-
tector and aS-i noise detector n aS-i pow-
er24v-capable

New Safety Gateways with 6 safe out-
puts for CANopen (BWU2804), CC-Link 
(BWU2833) and EtherCAT (BWU2944)
n expands the range of aS-i 3.0 gateways 
with integrated Safety monitor and Safe link 
n available as single master for canopen 
(Bwu2804) and cc-link (Bwu2833) or as 
double master for ethercat (Bwu2944), ver-

sion “1 gateway, 1 power Supply for 2 aS-i 
networks“ n 6 fast electronic safe outputs 
n chip card for storing configuration data  
n integrated aS-i master expandable up to 
31 safe or 248 standard i/os (or a combi-
nation thereof); double master version: up to  
62 safe or 496 standard i/os n Safe link 
via ethernet diagnostic interface n aS-i  

power24v-capable n greatest possible flex-
ibility when using the local i/os built in the 
integrated safety monitor n 12 terminals on 
the integrated safety monitor are configurable, 
e.g. as: 3 6 safe outputs plus 3 safe two-
channel inputs 3 6 safe two-channel inputs  
3  standard i/os 3 a combination thereof n for 
use in compact or large, distributed systems 

Bwu2804 Bwu2833 Bwu2944

considerations has virtually become an ex-
istential question for almost any company – 
whether in china or the uSa, in austria or 
the netherlands. our customers are literally 
everywhere in the world, and their equipment 
is installed everywhere. this makes the value 
of the many possibilities our systems offer 
correspondingly high as customers recog-
nize the inherent benefits of remote diagnos-
tics and consistency.

AS-i MASTER NEWS: are wireless tech-
nologies yet a consideration in intralogistics 
trends? 

Fabricio Granados: indeed, many weak 
points can be eliminated using wireless so-
lutions. they are particularly useful when it 
comes to maintenance-intensive system 
components, such as elements with slid-
ing contacts or in the case of other moving 
elements such as automated carts, stacker 
cranes (Stc) and automated guided vehicle 
systems (agv). But our customers use wlan 
technology not just to communicate control-
ler information between system components, 

but even to exchange safe data via Safe 
link as a standard ethernet network. this 
functionality is supported by many of our 
ethernet-based devices, such as the new 
profinet gateways with integrated Safety 
monitor and the new Safety Basic monitor 
with ethernet interface.

AS-i MASTER NEWS: in conclusion, might 
we take a look at your pipeline? what kinds of 
innovations in material handling and/or safety 
technology are your developers currently 
working on?

Fabricio Granados: Since we prefer not to 
count our chickens before they are hatched, 
let me answer with a quote from Jeff Bezos. 
the ceo of amazon once said: “there are two 
kinds of companies, those that work to charge 
more and those that work to try to charge 
less.” Bihl+wiedemann definitely identifies 
with the latter, with those who believe in in-
creasing efficiency. 

AS-i MASTER NEWS: mr. granados, thank 
you for the conversation.

Fabricio Granados: in principle this is true. 
for one thing because the synergy effect that 
results from the combination of standard 
and safety technology becomes even more 
apparent as the system size increases. for 
another, some of our innovations then allow 
their advantages to be exploited with even 
greater cost-savings. take for example Safe 
link, which together with our vast diagnos- 
tic capabilities permits preventive mainte-
nance of the system and thereby ensures 
a drastic reduction in downtime. also, the 
safety and control logic does not always fol-
low the physical orientation of the machine, 
which puts the flexibility of our solutions in 
greater focus.

AS-i MASTER NEWS: as director of inter-
national Sales, you have so-to-speak the en-
tire world of logistics within your view: do you 
see regional differences, for example with 
respect to cost pressure within the industry? 

Fabricio Granados: no, absolutely not. 
the search for systems which represent the 
optimum from both cost and performance 
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Safety Technology by 
Bihl+Wiedemann

› Safe Link over Ethernet: The simplest way of coupling  
 many safe signals 

› Optimal PLC connection via fieldbus, all diagnostic data  
 in the controller, safety and standard signals mixed

› Universally expandable with Safety I/O Modules + Standard  
 I/O Modules in IP20 or IP67, Speed Monitors for up to 
 40 axis, Safety Relay Output Modules

More information on your application safety at:

www.bihl-wiedemann.com

Safe Link over Ethernet
Safety Basic Monitor with switchable 
AS-i Master – the new cost brake for
3 safe signals or more

No longer miss a  
bus with our Safety  
Gateways

All products already meet the new standard  +
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